We prove that independent, Haar distributed families of random unitaries in symmetric groups are asymptotically free.
be a standard-independent family of random unitaries in the closed subgroup G n of U(n). Is it true, for a reasonable series (G n )™ =l9 that the families (Λ,ω)ωeΩ are asymptotically free for n -• oo?" In [1] it is proved that this is true for G n -U(n), and it is found that the limit non-commutative distribution of the families (f n ,ω)ωeΩ i s > roughly speaking, the free product of Ω copies of the Haar measure on the circle.
The goal of this paper is to prove that the same holds if every G n is a semidirect product A* x an S n , with S n the group of permutations of {1, 2, ... , n} , A n a closed subgroup of the circle, and a n : S n -> AvA(A%) the natural action, a n (t)(zι, z 2 , ... , z n ) = (V'(i), V 1 (2)> ' V 1^) ) * The paper is subdivided into sections as follows: in §2 we fix the notations and review the concepts related to non-commutative probability spaces that we need. In §3 we state precisely the problem-type concerning asymptotic freeness for standard-independent families of random unitaries. In §4 we prove the main theorem of the paper, namely that asymptotic freeness holds for the series (S n )™ =ι of symmetric groups, and in §5 we extend the result to the above-mentioned case of semidirect products.
We are deeply indebted to Dan Voiculescu for his constant support during the preparation of this work. We are thankful for the good atmosphere of the Operator Algebra theme year at the C. R. ML, Montreal, where the paper was written.
Basic definitions.
In this section we fix the notations and briefly review the basic concepts about non-commutative random variables that we need (for a more detailed exposition, see [2] ).
2.1. By a non-commutative probability space we shall understand a pair (21, σ), with 21 a unital *-algebra and σ a state of 21 (i.e. σ: 21-+C linear, σ(a*a) >0 for any αe2l, σ(l) = 1). C[JP(Ω)] has a natural *-operation, uniquely determined by the condition that every X ω (ω e Ω) be unitary, and has the following universality property: for any unital *-algebra 21, and for any family Remark that the fact whether the family (u ω ) ω ea is free or not depends only on its *-distribution μ on C[F(Ω)]. More precisely, it is easy to check that (u ω ) ω ea is free in (21, σ) if and only if (X ω )ω€Ω is free in (C[JF(Ω)] , μ).
*-distributions for families of unitaries. For a non-void set Ω, let F(Ω)
be
2.5.
Asymptotically free families. Let, for every n > 1, {u n^ω ) ωe ςι be a family of unitaries in the non-commutative probability space (2l«> σ n ), and let μ n be its *-distribution. The families {u niω )ωeΩ are said to converge in distribution (for n -> oό) to the state μ on
. If, moreover, the limit state μ has the property that the family (X ω ) ωe a is free in (C[F(Ω)], μ), then the families (w«,ω)ωeΩ are said to be asymptotically free for n -• oc.
Random matrices. For (X 9^9
P) a probability space and « a positive integer, we shall work with the unital *-algebra UJl n of measurable functions /: X -• Mat π (C) having the property that for any 1 < /, j < n, the entry fij: X -> C is bounded. This is only a subalgebra of what one usually calls the algebra ofnxn random matrices on (X, &, P) (see the definitions preceding Theorem 2.2 of [1] ), but it will be sufficient for our purposes. On UJl n we have a canonical trace state, defined by:
(1) j χ 2.7. Random unitaries. Let (X, ^, P) and n be as above, and assume that we are also given a closed subgroup G of U(n). A measurable function f: X -> G (which is in particular a unitary in the algebra 9Jί rt defined at 2.6) will be called a random unitary in G.
As a unitary in the non-commutative probability space (M n 9 τ n ), a random unitary f in G has of course a *-distribution in the sense of 2.2. But in this case, we also have the distribution of / defined in the classical sense, which is the probability measure on the Borel σ-algebra of (?, given by the formula: λf(A) = P(f~ι(A)).
More generally, a finite family {f ω ) ω ςςι of random unitaries in G has a joint distribution, which is the probability measure λ on the compact group G Ω , given by λ{A) = P({x e X\(f ω (x))ωeΩ eA}) 9 (2), integration is done with respect to the Haar measure of G.
The setting of the problem.
3.1. The enunciation of the problem can be done as follows. For every n > 1, let (f n ,ω)ωeΩ t> e a standard-independent family of random unitaries in the closed subgroup G n of U(n). Is it true, for reasonable series (G^)^ , that:
(i) the families (fn,ω) ω eΩ> regarded in the non-commutative probability spaces (UJl n , τ w ), are asymptotically free, and
(ii) For every ω € Ω, the unitaries f n , ω converge in distribution (for n -* oo) to the Haar distribution on C[Z] ? 3.2. Reformulation. For concrete computations, it is useful to remark that (i) and (ii) of 3.1 together are equivalent to the following assertion: For any ω\ Φ ωi φ φ co m in Ω, and any a\, a 2 , ... , oc m in Z\{0}, we have:
Indeed, (i) + (ii) mean that the *-distributions of the families (fn,ω)ωeΩ converge, for n -> oc, to a state μ on C[F(Ω)] with the following properties: (3) depends in fact only on G n (and not on the probability space (X, &, P) we started with). Indeed, if /*• ωχ f%a> m = /, then for any 1 < j < n, the entry fjj of / is a polynomial in the entries of fn 9 ω ι9 ••• , fn,ω > and J x fj,jdP is seen not to depend on (X, ^, P) because of (2) of 2.7.
3.4. Reformulation for G finite. Let us assume that the subgroups G n c U(n) considered at 3.1 are finite.
Let (fn,ω)ωeΩ b e a family of random unitaries in G n . Since C(G n ) is the linear span of characteristic functions of one-point sets, and Haar measure on G n is the normalized counting measure, the relation (2) of 2.7 (i.e. the standard-independence of (fn 9 ω)ωeά) * s seen t0 be equivalent to , by (4). The sets of this form realise a partition of X (when t\, ... , t k describe G n )\ decomposing the integral which appears in the formula (1) of 2.6 after this partition, we get (5).
We conclude that a sufficient condition for having an affirmative answer to (i) and (ii) of 3.1 (for any indexing set Ω) is, in this case 4. Asymptotic freeness in the case of the symmetric groups.
Statement of the result.
We view the symmetric group S n as a subgroup of U(n), by identifying every t in S n with the corresponding permutation matrix (the entry (/, j) equals 1 if t{j) = ί, and 0 otherwise). We shall prove that: THEOREM. The assertions (i) and (ii) of3Λ are true for the series As we saw at 3.4, this comes to The numbers: A:, c\, ... , c m , αi, ... , a m will be fixed for the rest of this section. In fact, we shall also fix for the rest of the section an integer n, not too small (for instance such that n > 2(|αi| + h \oί m \)), and prove the inequality:
Clearly, (8) implies (7) and hence the proposition.
4.2. REMARK. In some particular cases, the left side of (8) can be computed precisely. We give here some examples (we omit the proofs, since they are not part of the main stream of this paper).
1°. Assume that there exists 1 < j < k with the following property: there is only one q (1 < q < m) with c q = j, and for that q we have a q = ±1. Then the left side of (8) is exactly \jn .
2° . Assume that for every 1 < j < k there is only one q (1 < q < m) with c q = j (but instead there is no condition on the exponents). After a change of indices, the non-commutative monomial t" case.
It would be interesting to find such precise evaluations in the general se (b) Relations. By a relation we shall mean a subset of {1, ... , n} 2 . A relation R will be called injective if the two projections on the components are injective when restricted to R. For any t in S n , the relation R t associated to t will be {(/, j)\t(i) = j}.
It is easy to see that for a given relation R, there exist permutations t such that RQ R t if and only if R is injective; if this happens, the number of permutations t such that RQRt equals (n -(cardit))!.
(c) Cycles. By a cycle we shall understand a sequence ζ = (u\, ... , u a , w α+ i) of numbers in {1, ... , n}, such that u a +\ = u\. To a cycle £ we shall associate A: relations, R\(ξ) 9 ... , Rk(ζ)-It will be useful at 4.7 to have the construction made for any sequence η = (u\, ... , w^) of elements of {1,...,«}, with 2 < /? < α + 1. So, having such a sequence η, we define for any 1 < j < k a relation Rj(η) as follows: we take all the numbers 1 < a < β -1 which belong to intervals I q (1 < q < m) having c q = j; and for any such a e I q we take into Rj(η) the couple: 
7=1
so that the cardinal to be majorized is k
Hczτd{teS n \R t DRj(ξ)}

7=1
k
= H(n-(ceLrdRj(ξ)))\ (by 4.3b))
7=1
Now, from 4.3c) it is clear that Σy =1 cardi? ; (ί) < Σ^=i card^ = α. This implies that £, ^, ... , w _ (card^(0)+1 are not greater than " < 2 (we assumed in 4.1 that « is not too small); majorizing all these factors with 2 in the last expression, we get (10). The sum Σy=i cardi? ; (ί) takes values not greater than α, as remarked in the proof of 4.5, and not less than k (since obviously every Rj(ζ) is non-void). Hence the last expression equals:
and a simple computation shows that (8) will follow if we can prove that:
(11) caπi I <J| ί injective cycle, ^cardΛ 7 (O = /> < (°!\α α ' ι n ι for every k < I <α.
4.7.
The tree of injective cycles. In order to estimate the cardinals of sets of injective cycles needed in (11), it is convenient to have all the injective cycles placed together in a rooted tree.
Let T be a rooted tree, let V be its set of vertices, and let VQ be its root. For any υ in V, the length of the (unique) path connecting υ and VQ will be called the level of Clearly, if T is a (1, π)-regular rooted tree, then for any vertex v of Γ, the subtree T v of T generated by υ is also (1, n)-regular.
By a labeling of the (1, «)~regular tree T we shall understand a function e: V\{VQ} -* {1, ... , n}, having the property that whenever v G V has n -a < D(v) < n, the restriction of e to the set of the successors of v is one-to-one. PROPOSITION . One can construct a rooted (1, ή) 
7=1
Proof. We shall construct the levels of the tree inductively, and define the labeling at the same time, taking care that 1° holds.
The level 0 contains only one vertex, the root, which is not labeled. The level 1 contains n vertices, labeled from 1 to n. The level 2 contains n 2 vertices, and more precisely, every vertex of the level 1 has n successors, labeled from 1 to n . It is clear that the rule described at 1° gives a bijection between the vertices of the level 2 and the sequences of two numbers in {1, ... , n} (which are all injective). If α = 1, then this is Γ, and 1°, 2°, 3° are easily checked. For the rest of the proof, we shall suppose that α > 2. Now, let us assume that for some 2 < β < α we have constructed the tree and the labeling up to the level β, such that 1° is satisfied. "Take v with L(v) = β, consider the path VQ 9 V\ 9 ... 9 Vβ = v connecting v to the root, consider the sequence η = (e(v\), ..., e(Vβ)) and the relation Rj(η) (defined at 4.3c)). If there is WG{1,..,,«} such that (u, e(Vβ)) e Rj(η), then put D(v) = 1, and the label of the unique successor of υ is u. Otherwise, n -a < D(v) < n, and the labels of the successors of v are {1,... , n}\π\ (Rj(η) )." If a q < 0, the algorithm is the same, but we replace "(w, e(Vβ))" with "(e(Vβ), u)".
It is easy to check that the level β + 1 constructed in this manner has the property of 1°. Hence the construction can be reiterated up to β = a, giving us a labeled (1, n)-regular rooted tree T, with maximal value of the levels a + 1, and satisfying 1°.
To prove 2°, we need the following T be a (1, n) We now make induction on h. Assume the lemma proved for all the possible choices 1 < β\ < < β^ < β (β natural) and let us prove it for a system 1 < β\ < < β h < ^+ 1 Proof. For h = 0 we have to prove that the number of vertices of level a is not greater than n a (which is in 4.8.1). If h > 1, then for any υ having card{l < β < a\D(Vβ) = 1} > h we choose a system 1 < β\ < < βh < a such that D{v βγ ) = = D(v βh ) = 1 after that, we sum after all the possible choices of 1 < β\ < < β h < a, and apply 4.8.3. D 4.9. End of the proof of Theorem 4.1. We were left to prove (11) of 4.6. Let us fix / (k < I < a), and denote a -1 by h . We consider the tree T of the injective sequences, constructed at 4.7. To every injective cycle ξ having Σ^Li cardRj(ξ) = / we associate the unique vertex v of this tree such that: L(v) = α, and (e(v\), ... , e(v α )) are the first α components of ξ (as usual, VQ, V\, ... ,v α = v is the path connecting v to the root). Taking into account point 3°o f Proposition 4.7, we see that ξ -+ v is a one-to-one mapping into the set of vertices {v\L(v) = α, card{l < β < α\D(υ β ) = 1} = A}. Hence:
card < £ injective cycle < card{v\L(v) = α, card{l < j8 < α|£>(^/?) = 1} = h} < card{v\L(υ) = α, card{l < j ff 5. Asymptotic freeness in the case of Weyl groups. For any positive integer n, let A n be a closed subgroup of the circle (i.e., A n = T or ^ = Z/r n Z for some r Λ ), and let G n be the semidirect product A"x a S n , where the action a n of S w on A" is a n {t)(zχ, ... , z n ) = (V ! (i)' -' V 1^) )
We can view G« as a subgroup of U(n), by identifying ^ = ((z\, ... , z n ), t) E G n with the matrix having the (/, j) entry equal to z, , if ί(7) = /, and to 0, if t(j) φ i. We have To see this, we only need to take π n : G n -> S n the projection, and make the obvious remark that the inequality (12) appearing in the next lemma is valid:
LEMMA. For n > 1, let G n and H n be closed subgroups of U(n), and let π n be a continuous homomorphism of G n onto H n , with the property that (12) Trπ«(g) > \Ίtg\ 9 for any g in G n .
In this situation, if(ϊ) and (ii) of3Λ are valid for the series then they are also valid for the series {G n )^L x .
